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		High School Athletic News: Track and Field Success!


	
					
				Posted on: April 9, 2024				Categorized: Athletics, ENews Newsletter, Featured Posts, Hawk Life, High School, HS Cross Country, HS Volleyball, In the News, Press					
		
		
		
	[image: ]Track and Field, 3.28.24: The Hawks competed in a Santa Cruz Coast Athletic League meet at Harbor High School on March 28; congratulations athletes on another successful meet! Click here for the results. Following are a few first-place highlights from Coach Sara Sobkoviak:

	Kenzie Culbertson placed first in the 400m (1:03.64) and 800m (2.29.71) women’s varsity with MMS record-breaking times! 
	Kiko Horne placed first in the 200m (28.89) for women’s varsity! 
	Our girls varsity 4x100m took first place and broke the school record yesterday with a time of 54.25!! The team consists of Beatrice Miller, Lagi Hunnicutt, Emma Monclus and Kiko Horne!
	Ona Musoll-Buendia placed fist in the long jump (15’10.5) and triple jump (31’9.75)!
	Theo Esposito placed first in 110m hurdles (25.31)!
	Emma Monclus placed first in discus (61’3)!
	Mordecai Coleman placed first in triple jump (28’4.25) and has set the school record! 


“I am Super proud of all of you,” said Coach Sara. “Make sure you do what you can during the spring break to take care of yourselves and keep that momentum for the season going!”

####

[image: ]Boys Volleyball, 4.2.24: The Pajaronian, Mount Madonna School’s Nikowa D’Costa-Hemp led the Hawks boys’ volleyball team with 20 kills, seven aces and 18 digs in a five-set victory 3-2 over Scotts Valley in Santa Cruz Coast Athletic League play March 26. Fellow teammate Nash Wilson tallied eight kills, and Solomon Coleman had four aces and 37 assists. With the win, Mount Madonna (4-14) improved to 2-3 in league play.

3.28.24: Santa Cruz Sentinel, Nikowa D’Costa-Hemp had 20 kills, 7 aces, 18 digs, while passing 2.51, in the Hawks’ five-set SCCAL win Tuesday. Nash Wilson tallied eight kills and Solomon Coleman had four aces and 37 assists for Mt Madonna (4-14, 2-3)

[image: ]
 

[image: ][image: ]Cross Country, 11.25.23: Congratulations to ninth grader Kenzie Culbertson, who finished 90th out of 200 runners in her division at the California Interscholastic Federation (CIF) State Cross Country race, despite an ankle injury that made the race challenging for her.

“Kenzie was grateful that she was able to experience running at such a large event with the best runners in the state,” said Nicole Silva Culbertson, Kenzie’s mother. “Kenzie entered the race without having run for the last three weeks, except for the CCS [Central Coast Section] race, due to being sick before CCS and then spraining her ankle on her first training run after CCS. She was able to experience what the course and competition is like at that level and is motivated to work hard to make it back there next year healthy and in shape.”

Aptos Times, “Locals Shine at CX championship.”

The Pajaronian, “Locals set to compete at CIF state finals”

Girls Volleyball, 11.15.23: The Pajaronian, “All-SCCAL girls volleyball”: Congratulations to sophomore Eden Fisher, who was named to the honorary All-Santa Cruz Coast Athletic League (SCCAL) girls volleyball Second Team, and seniors Cy [image: ]Harris and Emma Monclus, who were recognized as Honorable Mentions.

“The girls volleyball team played the whole season with focus, heart and dedication,” commented PK McDonald (’04), Mount Madonna School girls varsity volleyball coach and high school athletic director. “The whole team came together and competed as a team, supporting each other and making great progress over the course of the season. It is awesome that Eden, Cy and Emma received honors for their accomplishments over the course of the year, and is a testament to their hard work.

“Everyone who watched them compete could see how much this season meant to them and it was an honor to be a part of it,” he continued. “Cy, Emma and Eden consistently played at a level comparable to the top players in the league and I’m very happy that they are being recognized. It is important to keep in mind that any individual recognition is a product of success from the entire team, and I’m proud of how each of our student athletes performed over the course of the year.”
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###

[image: ]Cross Country, 11.13.23: Congratulations to ninth grader Kenzie Culbertson, who finished in eighth out of 69 runners in the Division V (DV) Central Coast Section (CCS) cross country championships with a time of 20:03.4! The meet was held November 11 at the Crystal Springs course in Belmont. Culbertson’s finish qualifies her to participate in the state cross country championships later this month.

“Saturday was my first time getting to run at Crystal Springs, and going into the race, I was a little more nervous than usual,” said Culberston. “I had been really sick and in bed for the previous four days and the meet was the first time I had run all week! Crystal Springs was a really challenging course, especially when running with 68 girls all around me. The course was dusty and exposed, with no shade. I was really low energy when I started running and once I made it out of the scramble of girls, I stayed in the top group, holding on to the race leaders. Even though I wasn’t fully healthy, it was exciting to pull it off and finish in eighth place; the race was tough, but a challenge to remember!

To see the DV race results, click here

The California Interscholastic Federation (CIF) State Cross Country race will be held on Saturday, November 25 at Woodward Park in Clovis. Culbertson will compete in the DV race at 9:30am.

Read about the CCC championship meet in the Santa Cruz Sentinel
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###

 

Cross Country, 11.7.23: Mount Madonna School ninth grader Kenzie Culbertson placed fourth at the Santa Cruz Coast Athletic League (SCCAL) championships, and will be competing in the Central Coast Section (CCS) championship meet. Her race will be at Crystal Springs Cross Country Course in Belmont at 12:55pm on November 11. If she qualifies at CCS, she will be running in the State Championship! Photo by Shmuel Thaler, Santa Cruz Sentinel.

 

[image: ]
###

Cross Country, 10.5.23: The Hawks hosted a meet on the Mount Madonna School campus, and welcomed athletes from Harbor High School and Santa Cruz High School. Kenzie Culbertson finished second in the girls’ race, while classmate Kiko Horne, competing for the first time, finished 10th. Hans Hagge finished 14th out of 34 runners. Many families turned out to watch and cheer on the athletes. Go Hawks!
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###

[image: ]Girls Volleyball, 9.22.23: The Pajaronian “Mariners remain determined during rebuilding year | SCCAL girls volleyball – APTOS, MT. MADONNA SET TO BE BATTLE-TESTED IN CHALLENGING LEAGUE,” by Gordon Kass.

Mt. Madonna School coach PK McDonald is rebuilding his defense after losses due to graduation. Libero Anya Gonzales leads the back row and Lagi Hunnicutt takes those passes and sets a strong offense.

When that duo clicks, the Hawks can unleash a strong hitting corps featuring Eden Fisher, Cy Harris and Emma Monclus. Mt. Madonna has had competitive losses against the middle tier of the league. They are 2-8 overall, 1-3 in the SCCAL.



###





Girls Volleyball, 9.7.23: Santa Cruz Sentinel, “Santa Cruz, Mount Madonna both have senior heavy squads and high hopes,” by Jim Seimas.





		
		
		
		
		
	
	


														



	
	
		
		
		
	
		April 2024 Upper Campus Lunch Calendar


	
					
				Posted on: April 8, 2024				Categorized: ENews Newsletter					
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		Class of ’24 Senior Spotlight: Bella Sol Padilla


	
					
				Posted on: April 6, 2024				Categorized: 2024 Senior Spotlights, About, Creative Arts, ENews Newsletter, Hawk Life, Hawk News, High School, In the News, India, Learning Journeys, Performing Arts, Ramayana, Senior Spotlights					
		
		
		
	[image: ]Name, city of residence:

Bella Sol Padilla, Gilroy

Grade you started at Mount Madonna School:

I began at Mount Madonna as a sophomore.

What inspires you?

Creativity and ambition inspire me.

What is your favorite subject in school, and why? 

My favorite subject in school is Science with Humanity because it’s interesting to try to understand science and health practices from an ethical standpoint.

[image: ]If you had the power to change one thing in the world, what would it be? 

If I had the power to change one thing in the world it would be that I would get rid of all the hate in the world. I think that the root of our global issues is that we don’t listen and understand each other. I believe this could be solved if we all loved more.

If you could go anywhere, where would you go, and why would you choose that 

If I could go to one place in the world, I would go to back to India to visit the kids at Sri Ram Ashram.

Name one big challenge in your life right now:        

One big challenge in my life right now is making college decisions

What is your dream job and why?

My dream job is to become a therapist, because I want to help people to understand their emotions and themselves better.

What are your three favorite things? 

Friends, family and reading a good book

Favorite book: 

My favorite book is “Lord of the Flies” by William Golding, because it’s a fascinating book about survival and society.

[image: ]What do you want to do after high school? 

I want to go to a four-year college and get my degree.

Something that you are proud of – and why:

I am proud of classmates for getting into their dream schools.

Something that makes you smile:

Seeing my gymnastics teammates

A favorite Mount Madonna School (MMS) memory:

My first “Ramayana!” with Josie, because her and I were close friends and being in the “Ramayana!” with her was so much fun.

Top three most played songs on your favorite playlist: 

“Anything,” by Adrianne Lenker, “Unwritten” by Natasha Bedingfield and “She’s Electric” by Oasis
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		Class of ’24 Senior Spotlight: Beatrice Miller


	
					
				Posted on: April 6, 2024				Categorized: 2024 Senior Spotlights, About, Athletics, Creative Arts, ENews Newsletter, Hawk Life, Hawk News, High School, In the News, India, Learning Journeys, Senior Spotlights, Values					
		
		
		
	[image: ]Name, city of residence:

Beatrice Miller, San Juan Bautista

Grade you started at Mount Madonna School:

Eighth grade

What inspires you?

The many powerful, driven, and creative women in my life! My mother, Jameelah Johnson, Sara Sobkoviak, I can’t think of just one person, but there’s a whole team of support and love I get from the role models around me.

[image: ]What is your favorite subject in school, and why? 

When I was in ninth grade I discovered I loved learning about the world and its systems. My English teacher created an exhilarating curriculum that covered different cultures and their religions, and we read so many books ranging from “The Epic of Gilgamesh” to the “Odyssey.” He taught us how our world is deeply connected even though humans live separated lives. It showed me there was a lot I didn’t know. Now as a senior, taking Values 12: Self and Society, I am once again involved in what I am most passionate about. I am so happy I had the opportunity to travel to India, and to get involved in discussions about ethics and morality. These subjects drive me to understand our world more, especially culture and religion, which is something that so often divides us.

If you had the power to change one thing in the world, what would it be? 

Currently, I would call for an immediate ceasefire in the Israel – Hamas war. It’s devastating to know innocent lives are being lost, and so much destruction is happening every day. I would ask for the same in Ukraine and Russia, in the Congo, in Haiti. I believe war is futile and I hate how we often result to annihilation. There is no right answer, but I wish it didn’t involve hate and anger.

[image: ]If you could go anywhere, where would you go, and why would you choose that 

I would go to Haiti and spend time with my family. I have never been to Haiti, nor is it currently possible, so I hope one day I can.

Name one big challenge in your life right now:        

Nothing too big every day I have little challenges, but in the grand scheme of things I am okay. I’ve always been very flexible, so I realize I need to let things go more often than I should hold on.

What is your dream job and why?

President. Someone mentioned it to me once, as a joke. It stuck.

What are your three favorite things? 

My family, my boyfriend and the ability to travel

Favorite book: 

“Binti” by Nnedi Okorafor. It’s a unique story I was able to relate to.

[image: ]What do you want to do after high school? 

I want to go to college, get my degree and graduate. I’d like to do something impactful with my education and travel if I can.

Something that you are proud of – and why:

I am proud of my perseverance, my drive to succeed and make others happy. These are my favorite skills because I can use them in everything I do. Self-care is very important to me, but beyond that being kind to other people is equally as essential.

Something that makes you smile:

Seeing art, my close family and friends

A favorite Mount Madonna School (MMS) memory:

Driving up to school this year. I have never appreciated the drive to school as much as I do currently, since I drive myself now. I’m very grateful for the nature and scenery I am surrounded by – when it’s raining and the trees gets green, or in summer when the wind is warm. Even the view from the road is magical.

Top three most played songs on your favorite playlist: 

“Girl” by Beck, “MUST BE” by Lou Phelps and “Monks” by Frank Ocean
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		2024-25 School Days Calendar


	
					
				Posted on: April 3, 2024				Categorized: Elementary, ENews Newsletter, Faculty, Hawk News, High School, Kindergarten, Middle School, Pre/K, Preschool					
		
		
		
	[image: ] Please review our school days calendar so you can begin planning for next year. The calendar will be posted to the parent portal (Hawks Login) and our online website calendar will be updated as well.

2024-25 School Calendar(PDF).





		
		
		
		
		
	
	


														



	
	
		
		
		
	
		Class of ’24 Senior Spotlight: Cy Harris


	
					
				Posted on: March 25, 2024				Categorized: 2024 Senior Spotlights, About, Creative Arts, ENews Newsletter, Hawk Life, Hawk News, High School, HS Volleyball, In the News, Performing Arts, Ramayana, Senior Spotlights					
		
		
		
	[image: ]Name, city of residence:

Cy Harris, Watsonville

Grade you started at Mount Madonna School:

11

What inspires you?

Many things inspire me. My family and friends are the main things.

What is your favorite subject in school, and why? 

My favorite subject in school is Science with Humanities because we get to learn about real world things, that I feel I can apply to my every-day life, and it’s also a fun class.

[image: ]If you had the power to change one thing in the world, what would it be? 

I would want everyone to be willing to listen to others and hear their opinions before deciding who or what is right or wrong.

If you could go anywhere, where would you go, and why would you choose that 

I would go back to Greece, because it’s my favorite place in the world that I’ve found so far.

Name one big challenge in your life right now:        

Getting into colleges

What is your dream job and why?[image: ]

Becoming a teacher, because I want to help and be with kids.

What are your three favorite things? 

My three favorite things are food, including desserts, my friends and family and my hometown.

Favorite book: 

“Educated” by Tara Westover because despite the hard story it’s incredibly inspiring and I learned a lot from it.

What do you want to do after high school? 

I want to attend the University of California, Santa Cruz, and get my teaching credential.[image: ]

Something that you are proud of – and why:

I am proud of my ability to work through difficult things.

Something that makes you smile:

My little sister

A favorite Mount Madonna School (MMS) memory:

My favorite MMS memory is being in the “Ramayana!” in 2023, and the feeling of really being a part of the community.

Top three most played songs on your favorite playlist: 

“Folklore: The Long Pond Studio Sessions” by Taylor Swift, “Shake the Frost (Live)” by Tyler Childers and “Midnight Rain” by Taylor Swift
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		Class of ’24 Senior Spotlight: Anya Gonzalez


	
					
				Posted on: March 25, 2024				Categorized: 2024 Senior Spotlights, Athletics, Creative Arts, ENews Newsletter, Hawk Life, Hawk News, High School, HS Volleyball, In the News, Learning Journeys, Senior Spotlights, Values					
		
		
		
	[image: ]What is your favorite subject in school, and why? 

My favorite class is Values in World Thought; I love being able to get a comprehensive understanding of the world we live in through different perspectives and values. I particularly have enjoyed reading books such as “Just Mercy” by Brian Stevenson that allow me to connect with issues that are larger than those I face in my everyday life. The curriculum in Values class gives me space to reflect inward on my identity and understand how I interact with the world around me.

If you had the power to change one thing in the world, what would it be? 

I think that happiness is rooted in the kindness we show others. If I had the power to change one thing in the world it would be how humans interact with one another. I believe that if everyone abided by the golden rule “treat others the way you want to be treated,” we would lead happier lives.

If you could go anywhere, where would you go, and why would you choose that 

I would visit the Netherlands. As a child, I dreamed of visiting the Netherlands during spring to see the tulips. My birthday falls in the middle of spring and so I have always associated tulips with excitement and joy.

[image: ]Name one big challenge in your life right now:        

Deciding where I want to attend college is one big challenge in my life right now. I’ve picked a particularly selective major so my options are quite limited. I am certain that I want to stay on the West Coast, but I have yet to hear back from many of the schools I applied to. Grappling with the fact that I will be leaving home for a new chapter has also been difficult.

What is your dream job and why?

I have a few dream jobs but the one I am most passionate about is becoming an emergency room nurse. I find so much joy in the prospect of being able to care for people and also a lot of excitement in the emergency department. I enjoy learning about how the human body works and all of its complex structures and systems. If I could pursue a career that fulfilled a childhood dream of mine, it would be in criminology, such as a detective or private investigator.

What are your three favorite things? 

My friends and family, the ocean and music

Favorite book: 

My favorite book is “A Good Girl’s Guide to Murder” by Holly Jackson. Growing up, I’ve often gravitated towards mysteries, trying to solve the cases before the protagonist does. A Good Girl’s Guide to Murder is a fun and easy read filled with just enough suspense and an amazing plot twist.

[image: ]
What do you want to do after high school? 

I hope to pursue a bachelor’s degree in nursing and then travel a bit before settling down. Eventually, I hope to go to grad school and pursue a different[image: ] degree such as law or communications, which would give me a lot of space career-wise.

Something that you are proud of – and why:

I am proud of my ability to reflect and be aware. I think that these gifts have allowed me to understand how my actions affect others and pushed me to be a better person.

 

Something that makes you smile:

Something that makes me smile is playing volleyball with my friends at lunch. It’s a little ritual I participate in every day and I don’t think I have ever laughed harder than when I am playing with them.

A favorite Mount Madonna School (MMS) memory:

My favorite MMS memory is probably my entire freshman year. As a class, we were up to so many shenanigans and went on tons of adventures. Our environment allowed us to bloom into our adolescence through interactions with nature, which ultimately made us quite the free-spirited bunch. Another favorite memory of mine was during the last show of “Ramayana!” 2018. Cyrus K., a senior at the time, turned and said to me “It goes by too fast.” That quote has stuck with me ever since, ultimately allowing me to cherish every moment at Mount Madonna School.

Top three most played songs on your favorite playlist: 

“Seven” by Taylor Swift, “Ode to a Conversation Stuck in Your Throat” by Del Water Gap and “Clubhouse” by Mac Miller.
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		Santa Cruz Sentinel: A New Perspective – Mount Madonna Senior Class Recounts Trip


	
					
				Posted on: March 25, 2024				Categorized: About, Creative Arts, ENews Newsletter, Featured Posts, Hawk Life, Hawk News, High School, In the News, India, Learning Journeys, Press, Senior Spotlights, Values					
		
		
		
	[image: ]Santa Cruz Sentinel, 3/23/24, “A New Perspective, Mount Madonna Senior Class Recounts Trip,” by Shmuel Thaler.

The Mount Madonna School senior class has the attention of fellow students, parents and teachers at a Friday assembly as they recount their experiences during their recent two-week learning journey to India. The students named their trip the Drishtikon Project and is part of the school’s Values in World Thought Program. “Drishtikon” is the Hindi word for perspective and many of the students said during the assembly that gaining new perspectives was one of the hallmarks of the trip. (Shmuel Thaler – Santa Cruz Sentinel)





		
		
		
		
		
	
	


														



	
	
		
		
		
	
		Night Skies, Stories and Cultural Art: Mount Madonna School’s Lower School Spring Performance


	
					
				Posted on: March 21, 2024				Categorized: Buddies, Creative Arts, Elementary, ENews Newsletter, Featured Posts, Hawk Life, Hawk News, In the News, Kindergarten, Performing Arts, Pre/K, Preschool					
		
		
		
	[image: ]The Mount Madonna School (MMS) lower school is reaching for the stars as students prepare for their Grandparents and Special Friends Day spring show with songs, skits, poetry and other celebrations of the night sky. 

As the March 29 “Celestial Stories” performance approaches, preschool through fifth grade classrooms are excitedly immersed in the world of astronomy, celestial mythology, planets, moons, galaxies and stars. 

In preschool, students have learned about the waxing and waning of moon cycles. They will perform songs and poems, including a revised version of “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star,” and “The Moon Phases Poem” by Betty Sanchez. They are creating an array of silvery stars to hang near the stage, which students can take home to hang from their own ceilings. 

Kindergarten students are focusing on indigenous stories about the cosmos. 

“We are taking this opportunity to delve into Native American star stories,” said teacher Hema Walker. Students are[image: ] exploring the Wasco tribe story “Coyote Places the Stars,” through readings and puppetry. In music, kindergarten students have been learning “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star,” on hand bells which they will perform at the event in American Sign Language.

As part of their classroom preparations, kindergarten students  were joined by their fifth grade big buddies for a constellation project involving making their own Native American clapper sticks and creating starry crowns to wear for the performance.

First grade students have been reading chapter books with themes of astronomy, such as “Magic Treehouse: Lost in the Solar System” and “Magic Tree House: Sees Stars,” as well as learning their lines for the play they will present at Celestial Stories.  

“Our play is an adaptation of a book by Alma Flor Ada, award-winning Cuban author and poet of more than 200 children’s books,” said teacher Cassia Laffin. “The story is called ‘The Lizard and the Sun.’ It is about a lizard who will not give up looking for the sun until he has found it. We are using it to explore the importance of perseverance and tenacity.

[image: ]“We will also be making renditions of Vincent Van Gogh’s ‘Starry Night’ and learning the song ‘Vincent (Starry, Starry Night)’ by Don McLean,” Laffin added. 

In second grade, students are learning about traditional folk tales about the night sky from indigenous cultures including the Cheyenne and Iroquois tribes and others. The class is focusing on stories by Paul Goble, and in particular, the story “Star Boy” which describes how the tradition of the sundance came to be. 

“Second graders will also pick their own favorite Goble story to write a report on and present to the class,” said teacher Prema Gammons. 

Third grade enjoyed a field trip to the Tech Museum in San Jose, where they watched an IMAX movie about the James Webb Space Telescope. The class wrote their own script for a play about a young girl astronomer who has a backyard telescope. 

“The play weaves in science, MMS values, and ancient philosophy – there is even a Confucius quote woven into the story,”[image: ] shared teacher Madeline Hayes. 

In fourth grade, students are learning about our solar system and its eight planets. Each student has been assigned a planet to research and create a five-paragraph essay about. 

“Students are studying the movements of the stars and learning about how explorers used the start to navigate the oceans long ago,” said teacher Nick Cabassa. During a class  trip to the Tech Museum, students observed some of the first images sent back from the James Webb Space Telescope. 

The fourth grade will perform an adaptation of the ancient Greek story about the constellation Aries, a prequel for the fifth grade’s performance. For the art component, fourth grade has joined fifth grade and their kindergarten little buddies to create a watercolor constellation piece. 

[image: ]Fifth grade students are busy preparing their own constellation projects. Each student is researching a constellation of their choice and writing a report on its mythology and cultural significance that they will present to the class. They will also create an art piece that pays tribute to their constellation. Art pieces can be a song, dance, poem or a visual art piece. 

Lower school music teacher June Bonacich has been working with students all semester on the musical portion of the performance.

“We are incorporating recorders, hand bells and mallet instruments to accompany our songs,” Bonacich said. “Going with the theme of Celestial Stories, the students will be singing and playing songs about stars, the sun, the moon and wondering how we all fit into this universe.”

 

###

Contact: Leigh Ann Clifton, director of marketing & communications, *protected email*


Nestled among the redwoods on 380 acres, Mount Madonna School (MMS) is a diverse learning community dedicated to creative, intellectual, and ethical growth. MMS supports its students in becoming caring, self-aware, discerning and articulate individuals; and believes a fulfilling life includes personal accomplishments, meaningful relationships and service to society. The program, accredited by the California Association of Independent Schools (CAIS) and Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC), emphasizes academic excellence, creative self-expression and positive character development. Located on Summit Road between Gilroy and Watsonville. Founded in 1979.
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	[image: ]Aptos Times, 3/15/24, “Mount Madonna Seventh Graders Get a Look at College Science Labs” and “New Twist for Mount Madonna Career Forum.”
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